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Everyone involved with the project talks about the buzz it's created in the larger community. "There's just a 

lot of excitement-the word spreading around Pittsburgh about our new facility," said Rachel Semelbauer, 

the company's marketing coordinator. "People are excited about getting our brewing back." 

Gerhart, too, was struck by the level of enthusiasm in the community. "When you tell people you're 

working on this project everyone gets immediately excited. They have a boatload of questions and 

nothing but heartfelt praise for the project, how excited they are to see this community be on the 

rebound." 

That excitement started translating into sales results while the actual rehabilitation of the physical facilities 

was barely underway. "The brands skipped multiple generations, so you have a very young audience that's 

taking up the brand now," explained Zwicker. "There are obviously seasoned Pittsburgh Brewing drinkers, 

but you also have young adults right now that are drinking our brands that had probably never even 

considered drinking them." One constant throughout tough times and good times has been the brewery's 

sponsorship of the Penguins, Steelers, and the Pirates. "We're supportive of our hometown region, that's 

probably the biggest thing right there. We're involved with all the sports teams, the university of 

Pittsburgh, we have a lot of advertising we do in the Pittsburgh market. People see that, they want to be 

part of that." 

The new facility shipped its first barrel of beer in June of this year. But the physical transformation of the 

entire complex has only just begun. 'There's a lot of green space up there to do almost whatever we want," 

Zwicker pointed out. With further support from First Key, installation of a 10-barrel brewery for innovation 

and new product development is underway, and an old boiler building from the PPG days is being 

rehabilitated and transformed into a distillery. A new outdoor stage and event venue will be adjacent to 

that. Additional plans under development include a restaurant/taproom, a museum, a brewery store, and 

reinvigoration of the property's marina - not to mention additional capacity, raising the total to 300,000 

barrels in the second phase and 600,000 in the third. 




